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Welcome to the sixth issue of Itchy
Feet Magazine!

We hope that you enjoy the articles
that our latest issue has to offer.This
issue our ‘motivated travel’ series
follows Carol Grant on her journey to
complete the New York Marathon.
Other travel tales whisk us to Seville,
Thailand, Brighton & Laos plus we take
a look at Rock Climbing in Wales.

Don’t forget to visit our website,
www.itchyfeetmagazine.com,
where you can access new photo
galleries and back issues. Check out the
Feet First Forum, where you can
exchange ideas, travel tips or questions
about any place on earth plus a wide
range of travel related issues.

Our front cover photo this week was
taken in Laos by Greg Davis from
Texas, USA.

Please help us spread the word about
Itchy Feet Magazine! And if you haven’t
already you can subscribe to receive
every issue by emailing
info@itchyfeetmagazine.com (It’s free!)

"Once the travel bug bites there is 
no known antidote, and I know that 
I shall be happily infected until the 

end of my life."

Michael Palin

All rights are reserved.The reproduction in any manner, in
whole or in part, is forbidden without prior consent of
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those of the author, and the rights remain with the author.
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The church was as packed as a
Northern Line train at rush
hour. People continued to pour in while
others, tired of the crush, spilled out into
the cold December night. Once inside the
church, people – old people, mostly, but
more than a sprinkling of students and men
and women in their twenties and thirties –
crept forwards to fill every single space in
the pews and every square inch of aisle.
Some even climbed on top of the wooden
furniture around the walls.

And then the music began: Mozart’s
Davidde Penitente.As the choir’s voices
soared into the roof of the Iglesia de la
Anunciacíon in Seville, all discomfort was
forgotten.This free Christmas concert, put
on by the university, helped me understand
the power of religion – the physical power
some art, and music particularly, can have
over the body of even a non-believer.

Christmas is everywhere in Seville in
December, despite the temperatures that
hover around 10–14 degrees and the
winter sun that actually warms the air.The
city’s cathedral, now designated the largest
cathedral in the word (as long as you
measure volume rather than floor area)
hosts a series of free organ concerts each
December with visiting organists from all
over Europe.And its belén (miniature
nativity scene) sets the standard for the
city’s many other churches. Sevillanos

queue up to view the scenes, slipping a
couple of coins in the collecting boxes on
the way in.

Schools, bars, hotels and offices all take
part as well, setting a corner aside to
decorate with models of Jesus, Mary and
Joseph and a wide array of animals. Even
the town hall and big department stores
can tempt locals in simply by advertising
their belén. People buy a full set of models,
or just one or two to add to their existing
belén, from stalls in the popular feria de
belenes market set up outside the

cathedral. Many of these stalls
are organised by charities.

The more diverse mercado
navideño de artesanía
(Christmas artisan market)
takes place in Plaza Nueva
from mid-December to early
January. Here you can buy
handmade glass jewellery,
leather-bound books, silk
scarves or traditional
Andalusian ceramics.
Stallholders open from 11 to
9.30, with just two hours off
for the lunchtime siesta, and

the market is particularly attractive after
dark, when the Christmas lights brighten
up the scene and heighten the festive
anticipation.

All the city’s streets, squares and narrow
alleyways are decked out in tasteful
illuminations (none of the incongruous
cartoon characters that adorn London’s
Regent Street), and the orange trees on the
pavements, bearing a full load of bitter fruit
(don’t be tempted to sample one, however
juicy it looks), are wrapped in strings of
white lights. Shops and restaurants

Seasonal in Seville
JC Sutcliffe discovers whats on offer in the Andalusian captal at Christmas

TRAVEL TALES: EUROPE

“the orange trees on the pavements, bearing a
full load of bitter fruit, are wrapped in strings of

white lights”
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decorate their interiors with belénes and
their exteriors with bulbs, and even the
sides of El Corte Inglés, the main
department store (several separate
buildings in the centre alone) are literally
covered in tiny blue and white lights.

Inside the shops you can find Santa,
although not always dressed in a red coat,
and can buy a surtido de Navidad
(Christmas assortment) of biscuits,
chocolates, and the popular turrón, a type of

fudge or nougat, often sold in artisan
bakeries. Some people even buy a leg of
pork, hoof included, as a gift or to eat over
the festive season and – hopefully – well
into the new year, but you may have
trouble getting one in the overhead locker.

But there’s more to a Seville Christmas
than churches and presents.A local radio
station sponsors a free ice rink in Plaza de
San Francisco, and the staff lure passers-by

in with orange lollies.The skates are a little
dull, and the ice has trouble staying hard
under the hot sun, but everyone enjoys
themselves anyway.

Even the art gallery, Museo de Bellas Artes,
gets into the Christmas spirit, with its
Navidad en la pintura (Christmas in painting)
exhibition.The exhibition, open until 8
January, brings together paintings from the
museum’s collection and shows the
evolution of Spanish art from the
Renaissance to the Baroque.

Not all Seville’s tourist attractions are
possible in winter.The city’s main festivals
are in April (semana santa and feria de
abril), and bullfighting only takes place
between April and October (the Museo
Taurino offers guided tours in English and
Spanish all year round). But for warming
sunshine, some extra daylight as the
shortest day of the year approaches, and a
feeling of genuine festivity and anticipation
as Christmas draws nearer, Seville is a
perfect destination.

© JC Sutcliffe, UK
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FOOTPRINTS

www.exploreseville.com
www.sevilla.org
www.sevillainfo.com
www.andalucia.com/calendar/sevilla.htm 

The peak months of July and August sees Seville at its
hottest and its most crowded
There are two major festivals: Semana Santa (week before
Easter) and the Feria de Abril (two weeks after Easter and
lasting a week)

Like most major cities, there is a fair amount of petty crime
to watch out for such as bag snatching

The view from the top of La Giralda, the world’s largest
Gothic cathedral
Seville claims to have invented Tapas, so don't miss out on
what’s on offer in the Santa Cruz district
Great nightlife - culminating in a mass get together at dawn
in the Plaza San Salvador
Seville is Spain’s second most important centre for
bullfighting after Madrid

Useful Websites:

What not to miss:

When to go?

What to watch out for:



Fancy an all expenses
paid trip to New York?
You’ll get to stay in a swanky hotel, attend
glittering parties, watch spectacular
firework displays in Central Park and shop
till you drop.There’s just one small extra
thing you’ll need to do to qualify– run 26.2
miles.

I’ve visited New York more often than any
other city in my travelling career. But I’ve
never seen it the way I saw it last
November when I ran in the New York
City Marathon for charity. It’s an iconic,
exciting place but not always the easiest to
negotiate.To the casual visitor, New York
can be harsh and impenetrable and New
Yorkers have a not-entirely-undeserved
reputation for being some of the rudest
people on earth.

Yet on a sunny, unseasonably warm day in
November, the whole city was my friend.
Two million New Yorkers take to the
streets to cheer on the participants.The
race started off in 1970 with just 127
runners paying $1 each to run several

times round Central Park. It moved to take
in the five boroughs – Staten Island,
Brooklyn, Queens, the Bronx and
Manhattan – in 1976 to celebrate the
USA’s bi-centennial. It now offers over
37,000 runners an unparalleled opportunity
to see aspects of the city that aren’t on
offer to the traditional tourist. It’s like
being invited to the world’s largest street
party as the star guest.

From the start in Staten Island to the finish
in Central Park, you get a unique insight
into New York’s ethnic and cultural map.
One of the highlights of previous visits to
New York for me has been a visit to the
Immigration Museum on Ellis Island.Yet
nothing can compare to Marathon day
when, whether it’s an old Polish lady in
Brooklyn offering you a biscuit, a Hispanic
kid giving you a high five in Spanish Harlem

or a rapper urging
you on through the
Bronx, the city’s
incredibly diverse
population literally
reaches out and grabs
you by the hand.

The route takes in a sightseeing tour that
encompasses everything from the
brownstones of Bedford Stuyvesant (the
location for Spike Lee’s film Do the Right
Thing) to the shimmering carapace of
Frank Lloyd Wright’s Guggenheim Museum

on 5th Avenue.And the finish, running
through the rich gold and red autumnal
colours of Central Park while thousands of
spectators cheer you on, really is like
starring in your very own movie.

If you want to see a different side to New
York, now is the perfect time to think
about sharing this experience. Charities are
recruiting now for the 2006 race. I ran for
a breast cancer charity because I had
breast cancer in 2004. From a standing
start in January 2005, I got myself fit
enough to run in New York in November.
So if I can do it, anyone can.With a
progressive and consistent training
programme, you can have the experience
of a lifetime while feeling fitter and
healthier than you’ve ever felt in your life.
What are you waiting for?

© Carol Grant, UK

“nothing can compare to marathon
day when the city’s incredibly
diverse population literally reaches
out and grabs you by the hand” 
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Here we continue our series of articles on different ways to travel and experience other cultures. It's great
to go it alone as an independent traveller with all of the choice and freedom that gives you but in this
series, Itchy Feet Magazine explores some of the other options available. 

RRuunnnniinngg  aa  DDrreeaamm
Carol Grant sees one come true in New York 

MOTIVATED TRAVEL: MARATHON CHALLENGE

Carol Grant ran for the
charity Breast Cancer Care.
There are places available for
the 2006 New York Marathon.
Applicants need to commit to
raising a minimum amount of
sponsorship to take part.You
can find out more at
www.breastcancercare.org.uk.



“postcards home” : Thailand

Pam Jones is currently exploring her way
around S.E. Asia...she has kept us posted
with some snapshots of the people and
places she is discovering - here are her
latest experiences.

ON THE ROAD...
Pam Jones, New Zealand
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Today is our last day in beautiful Luang
Prabang which is a bit of a shame as it is truly a calm, yet

funky place to stay. There are plenty of bookshops, cafe's,

bakeries, noodle shops, galleries, wats to keep us occupied as well

as  waterfalls & caves, the meandering Mekong, fireworks, night

markets and last but not least Beer Lao!  We have really chilled out here staying for

'Buddhist lent' which we celebrated with the whole prvince last night in style. Each wat

made a dragon float out of bamboo, paper, decorations and candles.They display these

for a couple of days then send them for competition to the Big Wat after which they

float them down the Mekong once the candles are alight. There are hundreds of stalls

with banana leaf cones decorated with marigolds, incense and candles for 5000 kip

which you can buy and send on down the river too. There were thousands of these

floating past along with the boats and fireworks till the early hours of the morning.

Stunning. Up at 5am though for offerings to the monks then work starts for most

people...And for us, tomorrow we take the slow boat to Pak Beng overnight then back

to Bangkok via Housai, Chang Rei then Chang Mai. Our time in Laos has been lovely

and we will be sad to leave.

Just had a scrumptious brekki in the wharekai, lazing on the silk

pillows which are strewn around, after an early morning swim and

some yoga!  Today I was bought a delicacy of three fried 'sardines'

caught in the net last night. I find so much to do here every day!

Yesterday we wandered into the next bay which is called Haad

Yao where there is at lot of mass development going on - many bungalows,

supermarkets, bars and so on. Bought some lovely vermillion red Thai fishermans

trousers and a coolie dress in red and black - no harm in a spot of local shopping!

This island is so un-developed compared to some of the other islands and bays. A

family own the bungalows which we stay in, only 300 baht a night & meals are

smackingly delicious... snapper caught fresh & barbequed with sweet thai chilli sauce.

Our evenings here are mostly spent just chatting to people, playing an indonesian

game that is a bit like pool but you use your finger to flich the counters and sink

counters, walking along the beach or salivating over our next meal!  Dang is the

numero uno cook and has been giving us lessons when he's not busy. We might

hone our skills with three days cooking lessons on Koh Samui which costs 800 baht

and you get a trip to the local market as well. You can invite a guest to

dinner...anyone want to be ours?!

photographs by V. Dawson-Wheeler



An hour from London Bridge and I was
sniffing sea air and looking at big winter
skies of blue, orange and grey, melting into
the English Channel. The sea rolled in over
the shingle, a cold wind russetting the
cheeks and Brighton Pier, prostrate like a
gaudy, painted whore, offering wild times at
a price that guaranteed disappointment,
beckoned. I had come to Brighton, like
millions before, on a jolly, an away day from
the mania of the metropolis, looking for the
exotic and finding myself drawn to the
pleasure pier.

I have been trying to work out what it is
that is so attractive about piers. By
attractive, I don’t necessarily mean
aesthetically pleasing, but magnetic; they
have a pull. The pier is at odds with the
beach, straddling land and sea; an ocean
bound ship, forever bound to the beach by
barnacle covered girders. Few can resist the
desire to walk to the end of this man made
promontory that juts into the sea, making a
trip to the coast become a trip beyond the
coast, to look back on the dry land and the
beach, from this weather beaten vantage
point.This is the objective of a beano from
the city – to get as far away as possible from
where you live and the banality of the
everyday. The pier sits suggestively in the
water enticing you on, adding extra metres
to the distance from home, mocking those
day-trippers happy to make do simply with
the water’s edge.

A horseshoe of food stalls sit at the gaping
mouth of the pier in an overpowering fug of
tired cooking oil and sugar. The inverted
comma has been overused - always a good
sign. There are both ‘American’ donuts and
‘American style’ donuts (I didn’t find out the

difference), ‘French’
crepes and  ‘chicken’
burgers.The ice cream
stall, in a show of
militant defiance, was
open despite the chill
December wind.
Somewhere, carried
on the breeze of my
subconscious, I faintly
heard Morrissey and
the coastal town that
they forgot to close
down.

The big pull this winter
is the Brighton
ExPIERience, where the
English language, it
seems, is rendered
obsolete – the star
attractions, a series of
non-sequitors, Turbo
Coaster,The Ranger,Wild
River and Crazy Mouse,
neither entice nor hold
any meaning.

Where concrete
becomes gangplank, I stepped onto the
pier.

There is something otherworldly about a
pier, with a heightened atmosphere where
anything might happen, but probably won’t.
It’s like a Looking Glass world of bright
lights, distinct odours and lurid signs that
attempt to lure you in. Everything is bigger,
brighter, bolder than back on land, yet the
pier has an inverse effect on this sensory
assault - the more bombastic, the more
pathetic and small time. Umberto Eco

talked of hyper reality, where the imitation is
greater, more impressive, than the reality.
On a pier there is a form of hyporeality
where an imitation of life exists and
invariably underwhelms. No matter how
hard the signs try to impress, they exude
second-rate tat.

The pier, a relic itself, is a magnet for other
relics. Needless to say, there are the
ubiquitous OAPs, throwing away their
pensions on cake and slot machines, old
enough to remember the heyday of the
English seaside, but young enough to still
rattle on about it. There are relics from
recent decades: Seventies haircuts, eighties
design and cocky men wearing bright red
trainers, the sort worn by dodgy ravers in
the early nineties that announce the
wearer’s level of petty criminality.

Being middle class I had to subject myself to
the 16 cards of historical information that
are displayed around the pier. Like some act
of penury, I found out about when the pier
was erected, when it burnt down, when it
was rebuilt. Card number 8 appealed to the
OK! generation, listing the celebrity history
of the pier. There was Lulu, Chris Eubank
and Cliff Richard. The last on the list was
Take That! – the original line up. Most
incongruous was Haile Selassie, whose

The  End  of  the  Pier  Show
Ben Kersley contemplates the irresistable pull of Brighton Pier

TRAVEL TALES: EUROPE
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“there is something otherworldly
about a pier, with a heightened
atmosphere where anything might
happen, but probably won’t”



photograph illustrated the card. Did the
spiritual figurehead of Rastafari, Lord of
Lord, King of Kings play the fruit machines,
eat cod and chips and send a saucy postcard
to Mussolini? We can only speculate.

Saturated on facts, I decided to eat.The fish
and chip shop was reminiscent of a galley.
Chas n’ Dave’s Snooker Loopy Nuts Are We
played cheerfully on the stereo while I
waited for my freshly cooked haddock,
chips, mushy peas and a cup of tea.A pair of
Somali women sat surrounded by empty
wrappers as a Korean couple wrestled with
a savloy. Two men with size and mobility
issues delicately ate chips from a cone,
pinkies raised.We all sat in silence watching
each other watch each other until a group
of pensioners from the Black Country
swept in.

“I’m a bit peckish.Am you?”
“Oooh.That’s a nice cup of tea.”

In front of me, my polystyrene cup
contained anything but a nice cup of tea, but
I knew what she meant, as I sipped the tepid
liquid in time to Chas n’ Dave.

As with many people, my relationship with
piers is like that of a closet alcoholic and day
time drinking: In polite company, they are to
be avoided at all costs.And yet I cannot stop
myself entering a pier, knowing that they

excite me for the same reason I despise
them - as the epitome of all that is bad
about the English seaside, English food and
the English in general. They are like the
prototype for the ‘strips’ of Kavos, Ayia
Napa and Faliraki, quarantined above water,
lest the tattooed hordes escape and
infiltrate the cappuccino bars that have
become the norm in Brighton,
Bournemouth and Eastbourne. The pier in
Southwold has attempted to gentrify itself
with water sculptures and art installations,

but they have missed the point.The pier is a
place of licentiousness, where day-trippers
go beyond the waterline and beyond the
constraints of everyday city life. This is the
underworld of Brighton Rock, where boys
take girls up the Helter Skelter who scream
if they want to go faster. The pier is a light
headed place where there ought to be the
hint of danger of a rumble between Mods
and Rockers or where Sid James and the
gang end up in a Carry On Girls chase.

In these days of licentious behaviour, the
double entendre is disappearing –
where hats used to read ‘Kiss me
quick – Squeeze me slow’, they
now read ‘I suck and blow’
‘Gagging for it’ and ‘I go
commando’. The subtlety is gone
but still grounded in the realm of
cheap fantasy, modernised to
cause a blush in this age where
nothing shocks.

All my money squandered at the
arcade, with no plastic bling or
giant teddy bear to show for it, I
stood at the end of the pier. Every
thirty seconds, when the clamour
of the Crazy Mouse stopped to
change passengers, I was detached
from the land. I think of Haile
Selassie and the countless others
who have stood here, looking
back on the coast from the pier,
perpendicular to the water’s edge.
It is like standing on the back of an
evolutionary anomaly, still
surviving despite the progress of
society and the flammability of
wooden structures.The West Pier
serves as a macabre reminder,

protruding from the water like the carcass
of a long ago beached whale that has been
picked meatless by gulls.

Until then, Brighton Pier stands proud, a
glittering, flashing beacon of glamour and
recreation, all the while epitomising all that
is seedy about the English Riviera.

© Ben Kersley, UK

FOOTPRINTS

www.brightonpier.co.uk
www.visitbrighton.com
www.heritagecities.co.uk/brighton

If you don’t like crowds avoid bank holidays and the peak holiday months 
of July & August. The Labour Party conference  is held end Sept - visit 
at your peril! (depending on your political tendancies!)

Useful Websites:

When to go?

What to watch out for & not to miss:

On a pier you must live by your wits – stay alert at all
times and scream if you want to go faster…. I don’t
know how to make them slow down.
Brighton itself has much to entertain the visitor including
shopping in The Lanes, clubbing, afternoon tea at The
Grant Hotel, and the Indian style Royal Pavillion built by
Geoege IV in the early nineteenth century.

Brighton Festival is also a great event, a celebration of
performing arts, held in May. www.brighton-festival.org.uk



One sunny Saturday morning in
North Wales four of us set out for
the Gogarth sea cliffs; Sam and Darcy
intent on ascending the Concrete Chimney
and Tom and I gunning for Wen. These cliffs
have a somewhat fearsome reputation,
mainly due to the seriousness of the
climbing: there's nothing below HVS which
is a serious grade of climb that most hobby
climbers won't attempt. Once you abseil
down to the bottom you have to climb out
again or call mountain rescue.

We arrived at the top of the promontory
opposite Wen slab for a quick survey of
our climbs.As always in the shade of the
morning, the slab looked huge, dark,
overhanging and not a little terrifying,
rearing steeply out of the sea for 90
metres. However, we'd all been there
before and knew (or thought we knew)
that it isn't nearly as frightening as it looks.

After a cursory glance at the rocks below,
Tom announced with confidence that, since
it was low tide, we could boulder-hop from
the base of the wall we were on across the
alcove to the start of our climbs, which
shared the same starting point. Persuaded
by the fact that it involved no more walking
and that there was already an abseil rope
handily set up we geared up and blithely

made our way down.

By the time the four of us were down, it
became apparent that the tide had come in
somewhat. From our now committed
position it was evident we had to decide
where the climb started and ascend above
sea level as a matter of urgency. The path
to what appeared to be the easiest route
out and therefore the start of our climbs
was already waist deep in water, cold sea
water. Climbing shoes were removed,
trousers rolled up, and the wade to what
we thought was the start of 'Wen' was
accomplished with little more than
uncomfortably damp underwear. We began
to chuckle to ourselves: this is the only
climb we had ever done that started below
sea level; little did we know that our
suffering had only just begun.

Our little ledge was completely in the
shade compounding the effect of the

wading through cold water; a
chilly Darcy started leading the
climb up the chimney with Sam
belaying. he did not find the
climbing easy and the minutes
ticked by… all the while, the tide
was rising, the sea getting closer
and closer to the level of the

ledge.Tom and I had wedged ourselves in
to a gap some way up the chimney above
Sam. As a large ferry passed, on its journey
from Ireland to Holyhead Tom and I
warned Sam that these ferries are followed
by a large wake; Sam noted our concerns
and filed them in his not very pressing box.
Some fifteen minutes later, a large swell
crashed over Sam's head as he was

innocently belaying with his back to the
sea. "My shoes, my shoes," he cried as the
water receded. He began desperately
scrabbling around on the ledge where
those essential items had been lying.
Meanwhile Darcy, was at what turned out
to be the crux of the first part of the
ascent and was not entirely happy at the
lack of attention he was receiving from his
belayer, he was yelling, "Sam, I want your
attention. I want your attention, Sam." And
the ropes were gently wafting in the water
like brightly coloured tendrils of seaweed.
Things had progressed from serious to
very serious.

Some time later, Darcy backed off the lead
and Tom went up to have a go: no joy.
Thus, it was left to Sam: miserable, soaked,
shivering cold Sam, but nonetheless with
climbing shoes intact (if rather soggy). He
tentatively climbed above us, dripping huge
drops of seawater onto our heads, his
near-hypothermic state causing whole body
shakes. I became aware that I was now the
lowest person in the chimney, and next in
line for a soaking should another ferry
pass. I pulled the hood of my splash top
over my helmet, turned to the cliff, and
waited, nervously. Unsurprisingly, Sam
didn't enjoy the lead much either. He later
admitted that he had an extra edge that
drove him to finish the ascent  -
desperation; climbing is at its most
dangerous when
safety is
not the

primary
concern.

I persuaded Tom and Darcy to let me go
up after Sam, as I tackled the crux that
defeated them on the lead I came off the
rock face, I was left dangling on my rope.
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Climbing Adventure 
Cathy Lane gets a little more excitement than she bargained for in Wales

“as always in the shade of the
morning, the slab looked huge,
dark, overhanging and not a
little terrifying”

Here we continue to explore a range of adventure sports that you can try both here in the UK and abroad. We've
included some footnotes to guide you to some helpful websites which could help you get your adrenalin fix. 

Coming up in future issues… Surfing in Portugal, Canyoning in Austria, Coasteering at St. Davids and the peaks of Snowdonia.



The crux was an awkward over hanging
corner to join the featureless slab. Falling
out of the corner meant I swung out to
where the over hang became more severe.
One thing kept going through my mind - I
am not going back off.

Due to the rising seawater the chimney we
had been sitting in turned into an awkward
corner from which one had to step out left
onto a slightly overhanging face, and thence
around a blade of rock onto a slab.The
corner was strenuous, and there wasn't
much in the way of holds on the
overhanging face; I found that I could not
pull myself round onto the slab. It did not
help that my rope was caught over the
arête: every time I clawed my way round
onto the slab the trapped rope would drag
me back onto the face. I couldn't get my
weight off the rope to flick it over the
arête, and in any case didn't want to before
I was safely secured on the slab.A fall
would have left me dangling below an
intimidating roof a few feet below. I spent
what felt like an aeon swinging between the
slab and the face, screams of rage and
frustration echoing around Wen slab."I'm
never f***ing climbing again," one of my

more memorable yells. Intermittently I
lapsed into resigned hopelessness; "I just
can't do it," I sighed more then once,
envisioning helicopter rescues.At one
point, thinking I could gain some height by
hauling on the single rope next to me, I
reached high above my head and pulled.
Sam's rope stretched such that my hand
drew level with my nose and I had not
gained an inch. Shinnying up on short
strands of rope James Bond style was not
an attractive option.

There really was no other alternative: I had
to get up the thing. Eventually I found a
good enough hold on the slab to take my
weight off the rope and flick it over the
arête. "Take in," I screamed to Sam, and
then I relaxed.The worst was over. It had
been a very humbling (not to mention
humiliating) experience.Tom and Darcy got
up after me with very few problems.

Once on the belay ledge, we spotted the
true starting point of an ascent of 'Wen:'
the chimney to the left of the one we had
actually come up.

Eager to be off the cliff, I led up the second

pitch of 'Wen,' pleased to be on something
climbable.Tom finished off with the final leg
of the climb and, approximately eight hours
after we had abseiled in, we were finally off
Wen slab. Sam decided to take a diagonal
route across from his belay point to gain
the final pitch of 'Dream,' having
abandoned the 'Concrete Chimney' plan; all
very well except for the notable lack of
gear: only a 40-foot run-out on a delicate
slab until he finally reached his destination.

Tom and I watched Sam and Darcy finish
with a welcome can of Guinness.We set
off into the sunset (or rather, to the car
park) with our ordeal behind us.

Cathy Lane, UK

FOOTPRINTS:
HEADS UP ON LEARNING TO CLIMB.

The easiest and cheapest way is to begin at an indoor wall [www.thebmc.co.uk/indoor/walls/wall.asp]. If you haven't got a friend to take
you along all walls do offer introductory lessons which tend to be pretty good.

On of the hidden joys of climbing is the unchanging satisfaction in doing it, its not like other sports and as a relative beginner to surfing I cite
it as a great example where you have to invest a lot of time to get anywhere near competent, but with climbing, whatever your level you can
push yourself and feel satisfied with you improvement. You can feel proud of your achievement day one even if my granny could out climb
you.

The other thing about climbing is that it is a very friendly sport; very quickly you will find people at the wall who are willing to work through
a series of moves with you so don't worry about going along alone. Who knows they may even want to go outdoors with you; invariably, if
they already climb outdoors they will have a little circle of friends who are normally only too willing to adopt another 'stone monkey'.

If you haven't found anybody at the wall who you want to climb outdoors with then there are several other sources. The notice board in the
wall is always good. There are also several clubs and websites. [www.thebmc.co.uk or www.nlmc.co.uk/]

To this point you will only needed to have bought boots and a harness a total investment of £120 - £140. To climb outdoors you will need 'a
rack' this is bought in separate items but in total can cost up to £1000. The good news is that it will last your lifetime, I kid you not I have
seen old mountain goats climbing on gear the bought in the 70's. This is the other advantage of climbing with a club, somebody will always
lend you enough gear to start with.

Finally, the best source of anything to do with climbing is an internet forum, Rock Talk [www.ukclimbing.com/forums/]. This is not for the
faint hearted as it functions almost like a family, there are the nice friendly aunts to help you but there are also truculent teenagers to give
you a good ribbing. Beware, this forum can be very addictive; some of the regular spend their entire working days posting - it's a wonder
most of them haven't been sacked.

Tom Kendrick



I didn't know what to expect in
visiting the Kingdom of Laos. A good
friend of mine had travelled there several
years back and recommended a few villages
to put on my radar. By the way that
everyone spoke of it, I knew Laos would
leave a strong impression on me. I was a
clean canvas waiting for a freshly coated
brush to fill me with a colourful new
experience.

I was seeking a more authentic South East
Asian experience. With the global advance
of capitalism and the boom in local tourism,
I thought this might be an unreasonable
expectation, but I was wrong. I was as close
as possible to the real thing in Laos. The
people there make it such a special place,
with their warm smiles and "Sah-bah-dee"
greetings. You feel welcome from your first
step onto their soil. The locals graciously
open their doors to all who come to
experience the riches of Laos: stunning
scenery, jagged mountains and water of
every shade of blue and green imaginable.

The 9-hour bus journey down a dusty,
winding mountain road from Chiang Khong,
Thailand to Luang Nam Tha in Laos was
entertaining. Village children would spot the
dust cloud from the approaching bus, gather,
lurk, and then attack. As our bus passed by
they would give us a tremendous smiling,
yelling, frantic wave. It was charming, despite
their snotty noses…paper products are a
luxury in Laos, so a proper stiff inhalation or
a shirtsleeve will do in a crunch. Many
adults use an overgrown pinky fingernail to
dig out the hard-to-get-at crusty bits.
Digging in one's nose or hocking up a
phlemgobber seem to go completely
unnoticed.

Arriving at night in the dusty little town of
Luang Nam Tha, nestled in the northwestern
corner of Laos between the borders of
China and Myanmar, I gathered from the
luminous glow of the surrounding hills that
open fires were still being used as a means
of survival. My initial impression of the
country was that it was going to be very
different from the much more developed
country that I had just come from. I had
enjoyed my time in Thailand, but it was easy,
predictable. Laos was proving to be
different already.

The next morning I took a bus up to the
very northwestern corner of the country to
the sleepy little village of Muang Sing. I had
been getting the message from other

travelers that if you
wanted to do a hill-
tribe trek, Northern
Lao was the place to
do it. For $34, I
arranged a three-day
journey up into the
mountains. I would
visit Hmong and Akha
villages on my trek and
would cover about fifty
kilometers. I had
come to Asia with
three pairs of shoes,
but had successfully
given away all but my
flip-flops. So I zipped
down to the Chinese
Market to pick up a
pair of "hiking shoes". I
found a three-dollar
pair of Chuck Taylor
knockoffs to help get
me over the hill and
back. If you know
anything about Chuck
Taylor shoes, you know
that they are not the
best choice for hiking,
but at $1.50 a shoe, how could I resist?  By
the end of the trek, my feet felt like
someone had dropped an anvil on them,
then taken a set of pliers and pinched the big
and pinky toes until they turned purple. The
shoes - well - they have been reintroduced
into the Laos used-shoe market.

The geographical area consisting of
Northern Thailand, Eastern Burma, Southern
China and Northern Lao is known as the
"Golden Triangle" because of the fortunes
amassed by local drug lords over the last 40
years. On the first day's trek I visited a
Hmong opium den. In the dimly lit bamboo
hut lay a frail bag of bones puffing away on a
pipe while his wife and three infant children
looked on. Outside of Burma and
Afghanistan, Laos produces more opium
than any other country in the world - up to
two hundred tons of opium annually.
Although more locals are becoming
dependent, most of the "O" supply is used
to support growing addiction in the West.
Opium addiction has created a noticeable
reduction in the male workforce in
Northern Laos and has had an overall
negative effect on agricultural output in the
communities.

We spent our first night at an altitude of
about fifteen hundred meters in an Akha

village overlooking Muang Sing. Pigs, dogs,
chickens, a cat, a goat, and the wonderful
people of the village all live in apparent
peaceful coexistence. Of course there was
the occasional outburst from one of the
aforementioned against one or several of
the others, but this was a tight-knit
community, with everyone dependent on
each other for the welfare of the entire
group. Witnessing the social interactions of
the villagers was fascinating. The children
didn't have much in terms of toys, but they
made do with what they could muster. They
had a few marbles and a few rubber bands
that they used to play a game similar to the
Western game of Washers. Besides
attending school and playing games, the
children were kept busy working the fields,
processing the rice, weaving the cotton,
feeding the animals, washing the clothes, and
doing basically anything that needed to be
done in order to sustain the health and well-
being of the tribe. Family bonds are so
strong with these people. They require each
other. Without the help of others, there's
no survival. "It takes a village".

The timing of our visit to the second Akha
village was fortunate: there was a wedding
to attend. By local standards, Akha girls
marry very late. The bride-to-be was barely
seventeen; the groom, a few years older. The
girl was raised in a neighbouring village

Memories  of  Laos
Greg Davis shares his impressions of one of Asia’s most special places
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“we sat on the steps of the temple,
the rays of the waning sun blending
with the colour of monk's clothing”



across the hills, but as Akha tradition holds,
she is required to relocate to the man's
village and begin her new life there. The girl
was absolutely petrified by the whole affair.
Frankly, she looked miserable, but maybe
only to my Western eyes. The wedding was
completely different from, but at the same
time very similar to what we experience in
the West. "We are gathered here today to
celebrate the union of two lovely families.
Okay, everybody get drunk!"  Sound
familiar?  The men drank lots of lao lao, a
local rice wine, while the bride handed out
cigarettes and watched patiently as they all
became totally inebriated. Considering that
I just kind of showed up in their village, I was
honoured to have taken part in the day's
events.

Upon returning to Muang Sing the next
afternoon, I caught a bus headed back to
Luang Nam Tha. The following morning's
route from Luang Nam Tha to Nong Khiaw
was, as most of this area of South East Asia
proved to be, stunning. Limestone
mountains jut out of deep gorges in a race
for the heavens - the more vertical they are,
the faster they seem to get there. The area
is sparsely populated, giving you the feeling
that you are really "out there", but traveling
along the spines of the ridges, we'd pass
small villages clinging to the edges of the
peaks. All living things involved in the village
way-of-life - rice, pigs, dogs, cats, bamboo,

people,
chickens,
insects,
and
cotton -
interact
in an
efficient
daily
process
that allows
people and
animals to live
fulfilling lives.
Chickens scratch about,
gobbling up anything that moves
(mostly insects), pigs eat anything in sight
(fresh feces in particular), dogs protect the
village and act as companions, and the lone
cat seeks and destroys any rodent within
reach. The circle of life is truly the
foundation of village life. The people are
happy; they are smiling, and I could have
sworn I saw a pig with a grin on his face too.

Because of its proximity to Vietnam and the
fact that the Ho Chi Minh Trail goes directly
through part of it, Laos is the most bombed
country in the history of warfare. During
the Vietnam War,American B-52's unleashed
a barrage of military might and metal on the
Vietnam/Laos border. The area was bombed
for years, littering the countryside with
explosives. Some of the bombs didn't

detonate and have been wreaking havoc
ever since, causing bodily injury - even death
- to those who agitate them. There is a
strong effort to rid the countryside of UXO
(unexploded ordinates), but it has proven to
be an arduous process. The locals, however,
have made good use of the unfettered bomb
casings that litter the area, creating
flowerpots, spice racks, fence posts, signs,
and even anvils.

One late afternoon, I ventured down to the
village temple. A young Buddhist monk in
bright orange robes approached and asked

in broken phrases if I would help teach
him English. I replied that I would

be happy to try and would do
the best I could. As we sat

on the steps of the
temple, the rays of the

waning sun blending
with the colour of
monk's clothing, I
helped the young
man with his
English. In this part
of the world, young
men of fortune

enter monastic life.
It is an honour, not a

requirement. They
spend their mornings

collecting alms, then return
to the temple to attend

classes and finish their chores.
When a young man completes his term

at the temple, he can either continue as a
monk or rejoin his community as a well-
rounded and educated member.

My memories of Laos are of a simpler life:
sharing a smile, entertaining the curiosity of
children, bathing in the streams, watching
the villagers work the fields, hearing the call
of water buffalo, witnessing the majestic
form of the mountains and the clarity of the
waters, receiving gentleness from the
people. If you visit Laos one day, come open
and accept everything that Laos blesses
upon you, I promise it will satisfy.

© Greg Davis, USA

FOOTPRINTS

www.visit-laos.com
www.theboatlanding.laopdr.com - ecotourism website

The poor state of the roads - allow extra time for journeys - timetables are often
irrelevent! It’s always to wise to carry some American dollars, as not everywhere
changes travellers cheques. If you seriously afflicted get yourself over the border
to Thailand as healthcare in Laos is poor and hard to come by

Useful Websites:

What to watch out for:

What not to miss:

The mysterious plain of Jars and ancient Wat Phou.
The small town of Vang Viang, set amidst spectacular
rice paddies & karsts.
Trekking in the wild highlands of the far north of
Laos.
A trip down Laos's lifeline, the Mekong River.
Boat racing festivals throughout the country in
August and September.



I remember feeling very
calm.Early evenings in
Lisbon are soothing.
Nobody is around, most people taking an
evening siesta. We had a plan to watch the
Uefa Cup football final but had no idea
where to watch it. We tried a few places,
which were closed, so we decided to check
the Spanish Tapas restaurant round around
the corner. A Spanish team, Valencia, were
playing in the final; maybe a Spanish Bar
might show it. Inside the restaurant there
was no television.A smart, sleek, fashionable

bar with smart sleek waiters, dressed all in
black. I approached the owlish looking
barman and in a Euro-Patois of my own
making (a broken fusion of English,
Portuguese and Spanish) I explained our
dilemma. On hearing our problem the
bookish looking Barman shot up, dived over
the bar and bolted out into the street. He
returned almost instantly and led us to a
little bar around the corner. It didn't look
too promising. Shutters locked tight, front
door shut. The Barman knocked on the
window, a sweet young woman appeared
and, although she was clearly still setting up
the bar, she let us in to watch the match.The

bar slowly filled up with local trendy
teenagers, corpulent old men and crazed
toddlers kicking footballs tearing around.
Halfway through the match we were
approached and joined by two lovely
Canadian women. The match finished, the
candles were lit, someone bought out a
guitar and the local elders took it in turns to
sing Fados (haunting, sombre blues-like
laments) whilst we slowly sank Caiparinhia
after Caiparinhia. Later we all hopped from
bar to bar in the Bario Alto until 4am.Two
months later I was on a plane to Amsterdam
on the way to meet one of the Canadian
women, in the middle of a brief and sweet
romance, thinking how much I owed that
barman.

I don't travel much, don't travel as much as I
could or should. I get stuck in ruts, waking
up and discovering that I haven't had a day
off work for months, that I've been loosing
myself in work, books, films and idle
wonderings. I tend toward solitude I
suppose. I think some of my friends maybe
worry about me a bit and they tell me that
I should travel more, and they are absolutely
right - I tell me that I should travel more! 

In March, I decided that it was time to get
out of England. Two friends of mine, Jamie
and Ned, both doctors, were also looking to
get away, so we decided to think about
destinations. We wanted to go somewhere
in Europe, somewhere where we could
relax and somewhere that would stimulate

DiscoveringLisbon
Christian Sandino-Taylor finds the unexpected in Portugal’s graceful capital
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“ someone bought out a guitar and the local elders
took it in turns to sing Fados whilst we slowly sank
Caiparinhia after Caiparinhia ”
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us. I get bored and irritable during beach
holidays and the doctors didn't want to find
themselves tired and shattered in a heaving
metropolis.

It was the film crew that decided it. I was
working as a Production Assistant on a
commercial during which there was a lot of
waiting around, we wrapped I think each day
at about 2am. Film crews, on the whole, are
a shrewd bunch of cookies.They spend their
lives working day to day in different towns,
cities and countries arriving at 4am and
going to bed at midnight.They have to get to
know places inside out, finding out where
the electricity runs, when the sun rises and
sets, how flat the pavements are, which
authority figures to charm, which local shop
owners to placate. They get to see a town
before it puts it's make-up on and after the
eyeliner has begun to run.As a consequence,
they spend their lives backstage, they
understand that glamour is a façade and they
are nobody's fools. They all suggested
Lisbon. Most of the crew had shot a
strenuous commercial there two years
previously and most of them had gone back
for a break. Gary Owen, the gaffer, ran up
and kissed me, "The Suckling Pig!" he raved,
"The Suckling Pig!!!!"

We touched down in Lisbon early on
Tuesday morning, about 8am local time.The
flight from London was efficient quick and
easy.The airport was adorned with banners
and flags anticipating the forthcoming
European Football Championships. Our cab
driver drove, in the Latin European fashion,
like a lunatic. He was wire-thin, had short-
cropped blond hair, tight jeans, trainers and
t-shirt with a neat cockney strut and a high
metabolism. He was crazed, simultaneously
telling us about the city whilst interrupting
himself to abuse any driver whom he
decided to cut-up.When we arrived at our

hotel he showed us an old boxing magazine
with a photo of himself on the cover, back in
his boxing days. He was keen and proud that
we appreciate his past glories.That done, he
popped a fag back in his mouth and with one
hand swinging out of the window he sped
off back into the city, abusing anyone who
got in his way. I liked him a lot. When we
asked him if Portugal had a chance of
winning the European Championship he
became melancholy, "No Chance" he said
whilst abusing an old lady slowly crossing
the road.

Lisbon is built on seven
hills, each hill with a
different character. It's a
hard city to walk around
- some of the roads are
so steep they have trams
just to take people up
and down them - but it's
a place that you could
loose yourself simply
exploring. Our hotel was
situated on the top of
the Avenue de Liberdad
that runs spine-like
through the city centre.
It's a busy six-lane road
with cracked pavements
either side and a central
pedestrian tree-lined
concourse dotted with
cafes, bars and gardens.
Everyday we walked
down Avenue to the
central area of Baixa with
its cafés, boulevards,
restaurants, theatres,
museums and shops. It's a
wild higgledy-piggledy
place that feels more
Latin American than
European with that odd

mixture of antiquity, poverty, modernity and
Catholicism. The pavements are either
cracked or beautifully tiled, the buildings are
sometimes modern, sometimes classical,
crumbling five-floor art-deco shells awaiting
either renovation or neglect sitting next to
state of the art fashion boutiques. On the
Avenue local businessmen tip the local
tramps and local drug addicts to look after
their cars, whilst outside the Porsche
showroom a blind ragged old man sells
rabbits from a suitcase. It's an interesting
place, both modern forward looking,
antiquated and poor. The hills and slopes
insist on this opposition. Modern roads
strain for control with their smooth straight
lines whilst Nature inconsiderately pursues
its own course, so the roads have to adapt.
Lisbon can never quite get straight and
simple. You climb up and over the hills, go
round tight corners and through even
tighter streets, to find your destination. It's a
city that seems strangely at the mercy of the
elements, destroyed by an earthquake in the
past, it has never quite mastered its
environment.You wonder what an American
would make of it all.

We spent our first three days with the same
routine. Get up at 9am and stride down into
Baixa. From there we would explore Lisbon
through lunch and the afternoon, before
returning to the Hotel for an early evening
siesta. On the first day, fuelled with Pastel di
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Nata and coffee we headed into the Alfalma
district (the Gothic quarter) a medieval
labyrinth that staggers and twists up and
around one of the steepest of the Lisbon
hills. Our chosen destination was the
mythical Castelo de Sao Jorge which tops
the Alfalma looking over Lisbon and beyond.
On the way we discovered the Monastery
Sao Vicente de Fora, an extraordinary cool,
tranquil  16th Century Monastery
overlooking the bay with walls covered in
extraordinary, cool tiles illustrating la
Fontaine's fables. La Fontaine was a 17th
Century French writer who specialised in
strange, fantastic fables, usually involving
animal characters. He's an interesting and
strange thinker, not a straightforward
moralist; some of his fables bemused us. In
one a weary Traveller asks a kindly Bear to
watch over his possessions whilst he takes a
well-earned rest by the roadside. As the
Traveller sleeps a malignant Bee starts to
buzz around the Travellers head. The Bear,
being a thoughtful Bear, picks up a rock to
swat the Bee away but, whilst swatting, the
Bear accidentally kills the Traveller. The
moral of the tale is simple. When you're
tired, never trust a kindly Bear to look after
your possessions by a roadside whilst there
are Bees about.

Half an hour later we sat amongst the
orange trees and fellow tourists enjoying
the extraordinary views of the city, at the
Castelo Sao Jorge. There is a restaurant
along the ramparts that overlooks the city. I
kept thinking what an incredible place it
must be at night, but at night we never
returned.

On our penultimate day we visited Sintra, a
small picturesque village in the middle of the
lush, mountainous Portuguese countryside
just 50mins outside Lisbon. Sintra itself is
built at the bottom of a large mountain
covered in a dense swirling pine forest at
the top of which is the home of a crazed
Bavarian Palace, the Palåcio de Pena, built in
the 19th Century by the maniac
combination of Baron Von Eshwegem and
his patron Dom Ferdinand II. Described in
the pocket Lisbon guide as 'the greatest
architectural blasphemy in Portugal', we felt
that we had to go.

The train from Lisbon took us to the
bottom of the mountain. Rather than hike
for an hour through the winding, ancient

forest road we paid a few euros and jumped
on the bus. When you emerge from the
darkness of the forest, what quickly
becomes clear was that the Baron and
Ferdinand II were both wonderful and nuts.
The Palace looks as if it has landed from
somewhere deep in the cosmos. Pink and
yellow, covered in gargoyles, bursting with
ornate cartoon-like carvings hewn from the
antique mountain rock it's a sort of crazed
confectionary fairy-tale fantasy, perched in
the heavens. If you look out East from the
roof you can see a statue of Von Eshwegem
atop the pine trees proudly admiring his
creation, challenging the conventional and
the conformists.Apparently there is Gothic,
Baroque, Moorish, Renaissance and
Manueline influence. It reminded me of
those stories of Lottery winners who, on
winning big, go totally nuts and spend three
hundred grand on a seven-foot gold leaf and
pink embroidery of Elvis. At heart most
people are crackers.They just don't have the
money to show it.
That evening, in honour of the Von and the
Dom, we spent another fantastic evening in
the Bario Alto, bar hopping with the locals
comparing Caiparinhia with Caiparoska. A
stinking hangover followed the next day so
we decided to spend a day by the beach in

Estoril, home
of the
Portuguese
Grand Prix,
Fast Food
chains and
the gaudy,
prancing,
Gucci-

wearing Well Healed. I devourered a
McDonalds (which cost more than the
train-ride to Sintra) whilst staring at the
gorgeous, gaudy Well Healed wondering for
what price I would sell my soul. Maybe one
day I could then afford that seven foot
pinky-gold-Elvis-thing I'd always wanted. It
would look nice in the kitchen, next to the
smeg.

POSTSCRIPT:
Since writing this article Christian Sandino-
Taylor tragically died whilst holidaying in
Quebec. Hiking in the mountains he and close
friends Ned Carabine and Jamie Skipworth,
both doctors, decided to take a rest. Skipworth
and Carabine, aware of the dangers of the
Canadian forest hiked on, leaving  their friend to
rest. Sandino-Taylor, who was carrying an apple
macinstosh laptop, was found with a collapsed
skull and a bee buzzing around his head.Three
hours later a kindly Bear handed himself into
local police, admitting to Sandino-Taylor's
slaughter. Today, full of remorse, the Bear
collapsed in court "It could only have been a
pebble" he said.Verdict: Manslughter.

© Christian Sandino-Taylor, UK

FOOTPRINTS

www.portugalvirtual.pt/_tourism/costadeli
sboa/
www.atl-turismolisboa.pt/

May to late September are the sunniest
warmest months

Local cuisine: try the Pasteis de Belem,
lovely little flaky custard tarts, or dried cod
which is Portugal’s national dish.
And don’t forget the Portuguese wine!

Tram number 28 will take you through all
of Lisbon’s historic districts and is great for
an overview of the sights.

The Monastery of Jeronimos at Belem is
not to be missed.

The best nightlife in Lisbon is in the Barro
Alto where bars and clubs abound.

What to watch out for & not to miss:

When to go?

Useful Websites:

“ covered in gargoyles, bursting with ornate
cartoon-like carvings hewn from the antique
mountain rock it's a sort of crazed
confectionary fairy-tale fantasy ”



Off the shelf
BOOK REVIEWS

READER CHALLENGE!
YOU CAME TO THE RESCUE WITH THE FOLLOWING TIPS FOR
NATALIE WHO WANTED A WARM WINTER BREAK WITH LESS HASSLE

“Cuba is great but I think you’ll only manage it for £500pp with a package deal to Varadero,
a Carribean beach resort. It’s not that close to Havanna and is full of tourists so might be
difficult to experience ‘Cuban life’ but the beaches are fantastic.You could explore from
Varadero when you get there.”Katie, UK

“Egypt would be a good mix and very do-able on budget. Maybe a week by the red sea then
a trip down the Nile or to Luxor.Tourists get a lot of attention though...!” Sally, UK

“The Canary Islands are great for walking trips and watersports if you choose well” 
Julie, UK

“Goa is fantastic we went on a package tour for the cheap flights and explored from there.
There are some touristy spots but Kerela just south of Goa is less spoilt, the food is great
and we had fun in the markets and at the spice farm.There are also good beaches.”

“For flights only try using www.traveljungle.co.uk” Tim, Scotland

“If you fancy Africa it’s worth looking at Zanzibar and Tanzania  - beach and safari combo,
you might get a deal for your budget online, we loved it there.” Polly, UK

“What about Morocco? Its not far from the UK, we went to Essaouira for some days by the
sea it was lovely, great food and markets. Less ‘hassle’ then we expected and very rewarding.
You can also hike in the Atlas from Marrakech or do a Sahara trip” Ben, USA

Would you like to
contribute to
Itchy Feet
Magazine?

We’re looking for travel tales and
photographs from all over the
world, as well as reviews of travel
books and literature.

Visit our website
www.itchyfeetmagazine.com to
download our contribution
guidelines and copy deadlines, or
email us at
info@itchyfeetmagazine.com for
more information.

NEXT ISSUE: 11th March 2006
© Itchy Feet Magazine 2006
www.itchyfeetmagazine.com

THE WEEKENDERS:ADVENTURES IN CALCUTTA EDITED BY ANDREW O'HAGAN

This is the second Weekenders book and this time we're transported into the heart of the Indian
subcontinent.A few of the beloved writers from the first book such as Irvine Walsh and WF Deedes have
been joined by the likes of award winning Monica Ali and the infamous pillar of British cricket Michael
Atherton. Writers were dispatched to Calcutta for five days in order to write a travelogue of their
experiences. From the moment that I read the passionate introduction I knew that this is a very special
anthology. More than any other travel writing collection we get an insight not just from a visitor's
perspective but also from the very heart of an often-misunderstood city.

The purpose of the book is to explore and evoke from eleven very different perspectives the heart and
soul of the begotten city of Calcutta. Undoubtedly Calcutta is the most contradictory of all India's
metropolie. The polar opposites of a colonial past and modern democracy; rich religious practices from
three major world religious denominations and the chasm that divides the city's rich and poor give plenty
of food for thought. Calcutta is an assault on the senses with it's overwhelming heat, smells, colours and
noise.With the help of these stories you can experience this yourself without leaving the comfort of your
armchair.

The opening work 'The Nightfishing' by Bella Bathurst takes us on a journey down the Ganges depicting the river as the life and soul of
the city.The river's historical and religious significance fuse with its day-to-day practical functions for the thousands of people who throng
its banks.The story is beautifully told and is simply enchanting; there is a real sense of awe surrounding the muddy waters. My favourite
writing is the finale of the book by Tony Hawks most famous for the hilarious novel 'Round Ireland with a fridge'. His approach to Calcutta
is refreshingly obscure, inspired by a laughter club meeting that he encounters in the park, enthusing about the health benefits of a good
chuckle in the mornings. Then our vision of Tony transversing the streets of Calcutta in a rickshaw is turned on its head as he defies
convention and becomes a true part of the city by pulling a rickshaw along the Mahatma Ghandi Road with the aghast owner in the seat.
A more uplifting ending to the book would be hard to imagine.

Polly Fryer, UK



© Itchy Feet Magazine 2006
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